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Abstract 

This paper focuses on Samkhya philosophical interpretation of Mediation and Buddhist philosophical 

interpretation of meditation and focuses on the modifications adapted in practising Yoga. Samkhya Yoga sutras 

reflect the mediation or Samadhi as  the key imperative  of  Yoga practice. The western adaptation Indian Yoga 

sutras are limited to Asana (Postures) practice. They do not  consider Meditation is a Primary part of Indian yoga 

while they credit meditation to Buddhist school of thought. The main differences between Indian Yoga and 

Buddhism are at philosophical level , apart from such philosophical differences both systems share the same basic 

ethical values. Buddhist school of thought focuses on Traditional Indian methods of Yoga and Meditation. 

Buddhist branches both Mahayana and Theravada contain refutation  and denunciation of atman, Brahman, 

Ishwara and other key tenets of Hindu philosophy . 
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Introduction 

Buddhism founded around  6th century BC  was seen as a resistance to  Vedic philosophical forms. But 

Buddhism imbibed Vedic bent soon after and started to reemphasise the Vedic forms of  Samkhya , Yoga and 

Mediation forms. Buddhism began to emphasise on engaging in Smriti or mindfulness developing a full 

consciousness and  advocated simple life style and simple living . But the Buddhist forms of Meditation contrasted 

with Samkhya Yoga which is related to Vedic tradition and  it is purely based on  Hindu philosophy system 

which teaches numerous types of meditation. The Vedic Meditation forms as proposed by Samkhya school of 

philosophy was gradually detached from Samkhya Yoga . Meditation came to be attached with Buddhist school 

of thoughts.  

Meditation in Asthanga Marga Or  Eight Fold Path 

Gauthama Buddha received ultimate Jnana or enlightenment after deep mediation. Buddha sat for deep 

meditation under  a Bodhi tree  for 14 years and became absolutely enlightened. This is why  deep meditation  is 

also listed in the  Asthanga Marga or  eight fold path  as proposed by Buddha .  Buddhist monks expanded the 

meaning and concepts of Meditation after Buddha’s demise.   It finally came to include shamatha and 

Vipashayna while shamatha is peacefulness,  it is the phase of development of  tranquillity that is a pre requisite 

to any further development .Vipashayna is clear seeing or special insight and involves intuitive cognition of 

suffering impermanence and ego free living. Samadhi is concentration or absolute meditation which  involves  
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intense focusing of consciousness. Samadhi brings about the Dhyana meaning absorptions.  Buddha refers to 

Samadhi and Dhyana in 8 fold path . Dhyana is rendered as Jnana in all other forms of Buddhist branches.  

Buddhism has two basic categories- The northern Mahayana tradition or The southern school known as 

Theravada 

1. The northern Mahayana tradition which is presently seen in Tibet,  China,  Japan and other neighbouring 

countries. This is also followed by most Buddhist people in the world.   It is inclusive of several branches 

of Buddhist off shoots including Chan Zen ,  Buddhist Tantra ,  Vajrayana and Dzog Chen schools of  

thought. They are offshoots of  Mahayana school 

2.  The southern school known as Theravada prevails in south of Asia Sri Lanka,  Burma Thailand.  

Vipassana form of meditation is practiced by Theravada Buddhism branch followers.  It is considered 

as the  oldest school of Buddhism . The Mahayana school of thought is purely Indian. The Mahayana 

tradition particularly in its tantric form uses 

 Breathing Exercises 

 Chanting Of Mantras 

 Visualizations 

 Consecration Of  Deity  

The present day  tradition of yoga-  The present day Yoga is popularly  know for practicing Asana.   But there 

are 200+ sutras in Yoga text and out of that only three sutras deal with Asana  , while rest of them deal with 

process of achieving mediation.  Due to popularization of fusion physical and stretch exercises, there are several 

types of modifications in Yoga practices. The current practice is devoid of any emphasis on pure Meditation, as 

it only teaches Yoga through Asana practices. The western and Indian conceptualization of Yoga has been limited 

to Asana Practices but virtually this is incorrect.  Indian classical Yoga is not Asana but it is a science of pure 

meditation called Samadhi Yoga.   

The Yoga sutras of Patanajali 

The Yoga sutras of Patanajali define Yoga as a science dealing with Meditation. Mediation is complete 

Concentration of mind in conscious state.  According to Patanajali sutras it is a three phased process  

 Dharana  

 Dhyana   

 Samadhi   

The word Yoga itself is defined as union of soul with the Unseen.  Yoga is just calming the disturbed mind 

through meditation.  It is a way of relaxation of the mind along the physical body.  Yoga is nothing but Samadhi. 

The western adaptation Indian Yoga sutras are limited to Asana practice. They do not consider Meditation is a 

Primary part of Indian yoga while they credit meditation to Buddhist school of thought. 

The Buddhist school of thought – The present Buddhist school of thought has two different branches focusing 

on Meditation namely  

1. Vipashayna 

2. Zen 
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Buddhist school of thought focuses on Traditional Indian methods of Yoga and Meditation. The Vedic System of 

Yoga is built upon fundamental principles like  

1. Self - Atman 

2. Cosmic lord -Ishwara 

3. Absolute - Brahman 

 Buddhism tends to reject such ontological principles as creations of the mind itself. In this regard, whole West 

thinks of Meditation as Samkhya philosophy proposes as more idealistic and non realistic and Buddhism is 

considered as more practical and observable. Hence, the need to understand the basic differences and similarities 

between Samkhya meditation and Buddhist meditation practice gains attentions.  

Types of Meditation 

Samkhya Yoga is related to Vedic tradition and  it is purely based on  Hindu philosophy system which teaches 

numerous types of meditation. They include  

 Pranayama practices,  

 Meditation ,  

 Devotional Approaches  

Mantra chanting such as Bija Mantra as OM or chanting of  long mantra such as Gayathri mantra. It also 

includes use of yanthras and such geometrical devises to increase the power of Mediation. It proposes Diverse 

concentration methods cultivating the state of witnesses or self inquiry and the Advaitha Vedantha. is very 

imperative. 

Philosophical differences- The differences between them are more philosophical as refutations, critiques, and 

theoretical explanations differ. As shown in this table the differences are so vocal that Indian Samkhya Yoga is 

most ancient and manifestly classical in nature.  

 Buddhist branches both Mahayana and 

Theravada contain refutation  and denunciation of 

atman, Brahman, Ishwara and other key tenets of 

Hindu Yoga and Vedanta 

Refutations of Buddhist teaching does not occur 

in Veda texts This is because Vedic texts are pre 

Buddhist and are very ancient.  

Buddhist school argued on superficial  intellectual 

agreements  

The Indian tradition cherished debate as a means 

of finding truth and did not simply aim at 

superficial intellectual agreements 

Buddhist school never accepted  open debates The tradition of free and open debate is found in 

Indian schools of philosophy 

Buddhist school demanded intellectual 

uniformity.  

The Indian tradition never demanded intellectual 

uniformity but honoured diversity 

It is known that Indian Yoga and Buddhism are both meditation oriented traditions devised to help common man 

to  

 Overcome grief  or Dukha  ,   

 Action or Karma  

 Cycle of rebirths   or Punar Janma 

 Realize the truth of Consciousness or Moksha    
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Indian Yoga and Buddhism see suffering and impermanence inherent in all births and seek to improve it 

through developing a higher wakefulness. Indian Yoga and Buddhism emphasise the need to dissolve the ego the 

sense of self Aham and return to the original reality that is not limited by the separate self Both traditions 

emphasises enlightenment  or inner enlightenment to be through meditation. Both systems recognize Dharma 

the principle of truth  o r natural law as the basic law of the universe Such dharma is the law of karma and the 

unity of all living beings.  

Buddhism is often defined as Buddha  Dharma or the Dharma of the enlightened Yoga is defined as 

Sanatana Dharma the universal eternal Dharma which is not defined according to any particular teacher or 

tradition.  Indian Yoga and Buddhism traditions have called themselves as Arya dharma or the dharma of the 

noble truth. The main differences between Indian Yoga and Buddhism are at philosophical level Apart from such 

philosophical differences both systems share the same basic ethical values like  

 Non Violence - Ahimsa 

 Truthfulness - Satya 

 Non Attachment – Tyaga  

 Non Stealing- Aparigraha 

Conclusion 

Thus,  Yoga and Mediation as defined under Samkhya philosophical perceptions and Buddhist techniques 

of Yoga and meditation differ at philosophical levels. 
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